
It’s time to invest in your employees and 
your business. Premium smartphones are  
a lot more than just a phone. They don’t  
only enable collaboration, they boost it. 

In a survey conducted pre-COVID, nearly 
83% of professionals said they depend on 
technology to collaborate.1

Unleash your employees’ full potential with the ultimate 
tool for business.

Empowered. Motivated. Respected. This is how your employees will  

feel with the Galaxy S21 5G series in their hands. All of which are linked 

to stronger job performance, job satisfaction and job loyalty.

When employees are given high-powered tools and resources,  

they can better manage or lead their own projects, work toward their 

goals and drive their own career. The benefits of which are endless.

Give creativity the chance to flourish.

Creativity is what fuels big ideas, challenges employees’ way of 

thinking, and opens the door to new business opportunities. 

But they need a phone that comes fully armed to tackle the 

challenges of tomorrow. The Galaxy S21 5G series is your employees’ 

‘anywhere office’. They can tap into their creativity anytime, anywhere 

with advanced and exciting tools that foster innovation and inspiration. 

All on a device that they rely on to deliver the power they need day 

after day.

By investing in your workforce with top technology, you can remove 

siloes and unnecessary processes ultimately increasing businesses’ 

productivity, while outdated technology is one of the top 10 barriers  

to staff creativity.2

Why premium?

 1. Dimensional Research, Collaboration Trends & Technology report. 2. Tech Rader
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Provide the user experience that takes their work to the next level.

Premium smartphones make work way more intuitive, much more enjoyable and a 

fair bit faster too. With the best user experience around, there’s nothing to get in your 

employees’ way. They’ll also have high processing power and cutting-edge features to 

further boost their capabilities, allowing them to get everything done from their phone.

See the potential with the Galaxy S21 5G series.

Kit your people out with the new premium Samsung power phone. It’s specifically 

designed to aid creativity, collaboration, productivity and data security.

An unrivalled quality 

Galaxy camera makes 

it easy to capture epic, 

share-ready photos and 

videos anytime—no apps 

or editing.

With Samsung Knox 

defence-grade mobile 

security built into every 

device, you don’t have to 

worry about sensitive and 

confidential data falling 

into the wrong hands.

The first S Pen on  

the S Series lets you 

effortlessly take notes, 

capture thoughts  

and develop ideas 

whenever and wherever 

inspiration strikes.3

Powerful connectivity 

helps you work smarter 

and faster. 20% faster  

Wi-Fi speeds means 

there’s nothing to slow 

you down. 

With Enterprise Edition, 

you get a suite of mobile 

technology, business 

applications, support  

and services that ensures 

your employees are 

ready for work.

Galaxy AMOLED is the 

most vivid and brightest 

smartphone display ever,  

so your work is always crystal 

clear. You can immediately 

view and work on it without 

having to switch onto  

other devices.

3. S Pen only compatible with S21 Ultra 5G. Pen is sold separately.


